In three separate notes F. Lucas 2 describes an electric analogue d evice for calculating the roots of equations (also m entioned by J. S. FrameV Although the principle is familiar, as far as the writer knows it has no t b een investigated from the standpoint of digital computation. The present note is intend ed to call attention to its advantages in finding the roo ts of polynomial equations with exact coefficients wh en one has a first approximation as a starting point.
If j(x) deno tes a polynomial of degree n, and Xi, i=O, l , .. . ,n, d enotes any n + l points where
th er e follows th e well-known result (which is the basis of Lu cas's method) that th e zeros of j(x) are identical with the zeros of
In problems where the coefficients of j(x) are ra tional, the choice of xi=i is very convenient. By multiplying through, one obtains th e equation in th e form ~A ;/(x-i) = O , At integral, which saves a considerable number of multiplication operations, esp ecially when getting all or even several of the zeros of th e same j(x).
By choosing xi = xo+ ih, for any Xo and h for which j(Xi)~O , Lu cas's prin ciple can b e formulated also as follows:
The zeros of j(x), a polynomial of the nth d egree, 'Eat!(x-xi) or ~At! (X-X) i' instead of j(x) itself, in the neighborhood of a zero, was tried out in several different examples wher e th e zeros had already b een obtained from the tabulation of j(x) itself. In all exampl es, th e use of Lucas's m ethod showed a very gr eat saving of compu tational labor. The two main advantages wer e (1) mu ch l ess work in calculatin g A t!(X-Xi) instead of the eparate terms of f(x), esp ecially those of high degree/ and (2) somewhat less work in th e inverse in terpolation from th e tabulated 'EA;/(X-Xi) instead of the tabulated j(x) near the zero, which was apparent from th e tendency of Do m /Do to b e less in th e form er case. 5 In connection with (1), in adding the sep arate terms of ~Ad(x-Xi) considerably more ignifican t figures were lost than in th e summation of th e separate terms of j(x); bu t th at di sadvantage is sli gh t because of the ease in gettin g any numb er of places in A t/(x-x i ) by performing continu ed division on an ordinary lO-bank desk calculator (the X-X i is almost certainly an exact numb er hav ing fewer than 10 significant figures), and th e total work in tabulating the ~Ad(x-Xi) is still much less than that in tabulating th ef(x). But if the x;'s are not exact, or the coefficients inj(x) are approximate, this principle of Lu cas is sever ely limited in applicability, even to the point of not yielding a single significant figure. Thus, if in the example b elow, one were to in troduce a r elative error of 10-10 in those exact coefficients of j (X) , it is apparent that the h eX) could not b e obtained to even one significant figure. However, the choices of xt= i or x t = i-[n/2] seem most suitable for many problems. For example, in the case of the classical ~ 'rhere is the very well w knowll computational scheme lor anX"+an _IX n-l+ an_2X n-2+ ... +atx+ao in the form un=arlx+an-l, Un-I = u n x+an-2, . . • , etc., until [(X)=ul=".x+ao, which avoids the calculation of powers of x, but which may be less convenient for checking and the retention of sign ifican t figures.
, The rate of con vergence of most in verse interpolation ser ies depends upon the rapidity with which the am/a fall off.
orthogonal (x-xi) 
The numbers II' (X i-X j ) have no more th an three digits. After obtaining th e a j in their lowest terms, one sees that the zeros of j (X ) are identical withJ.he zeros of 
. (6)26525 42578 ----------------------------------------
When these differences were compared with the corresponding differences in j (X ) , it was noted that D,2Jt:. for h eX) was only (1/25) This method was tested upon the calculation of two different roots of the same ten th-degree polynomial in X (the example was to find both the smallest and largest zero of H zo(x» , the resul t being that the relative saving of labor was even greater than that for H13(X), In fact , as the degree of the polynomial increases, the proportion of work saved also increases.
Finally, this method wa applied to the computation of a complex root of a tenth-degree polynomial, from a rough first approximation. There the relative aving of labor was even greater than that for the examples involving real root , due in particular to the avoidance of the calculation of high powers of complex numbers. Even when the compu tation is for complex roots, the choice of xi=i or xt=i- [n/2] i still suitable, so that if the coefficients of j (x) are real, the calculation involves the sum of fractions with only real numerators . o
